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What to expect during “Break” time?
“Break” time is important and necessary for children at this early childhood age. Young children
need a balance between active time and down time, in order to recharge and regain their focus
for the next activity. Break Time is designed thoughtfully to suit the needs of each type of Ya-Ya
@home classes.

Ya-Ya Cheetah Class. This is a 2-hour class, and it would be unreasonable to expect any child
to sit quietly through a 2-hour long virtual class (or even in an in-person class). Just like in a
regular classroom, children need a break time to get up and move around.

There are 2 regular Break time slots designed as part of the class. During the Break time, the
teacher will first set the timer on the screen, so that it is clear to the students to see the break
time counting down so they know what to expect. Children feel secure knowing what is coming
ahead. During the break time, the teacher will leave the video on, so the children know that
class has not ended. Break time is very much like the snack time in a typical in-person
classroom, where it is the time to get a snack, use the toilet, get up to move around, rest your
eyes for few minutes, stretch your arms and legs, chat with each other casually, and everyone
is free to go in/out of the screen (including the teacher). The teacher may use this time to

chat with the students casually or the teacher may be preparing work quietly for the next activity,
which is always fun for the children to observe. Other teachers may also pop into the virtual
classroom during Break time to say hello.

In addition to the regular break times, there may also be “mini-break” inserted in between
activities, and this will be inserted based on the unique needs of each class, and especially
during the Phase-In period. Each mini-break could be 2 minutes or 5 minutes, depending on the
situation and the goal is always to bring the children’s focus back to the class.

Beaver Arts or Squirrel Science Class. In these two types of 1-hour class, there is no
regular break. However, the teacher may insert “mini-break” in between activities, especially
right after Topic / Vocabulary time, or right after the art / science project. More “mini-break”
may be inserted based on the unique needs of each class, especially during the Phase-In period.
Each mini-break could be 2 minutes or 5 minutes, depending on the situation and the goal is
always to bring the children’s focus back to the class.

Bear Story Class. In this 1-hour class, there is no regular break. However, the teacher may
insert “mini-break” in between activities, especially right after Topic / Vocabulary time, or right
after the longer story time segment. More “mini-break” may be inserted based on the unique
needs of each class, especially during the Phase-In period. Each mini-break could be 2 minutes
or 5 minutes, depending on the situation and the goal is always to bring the children’s focus
back to the class.

Seeds Beginnings Class. A class designed for students who are still in the early beginnings
of learning Mandarin and this class will be taught at a much gentler pace. In this 1-hour class, a
“mini-break” will be called in between activities, 2 minutes to 5 minutes long, depending on the
situation and the goal is always to bring the children’s focus back to the class, or to
communicate in English to support students who may need clarification.

Please feel free to email our Education Coordinator jessica@mandarinseeds.com if you have
questions about each type of class, class routines, or any additional support you may need. Our
goal at Mandarin Seeds is to help every child feel comfortable and have fun learning Mandarin!

